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2. 病例纳入标准 ①经Zung氏抑郁自评量表（Zung Self-
Rating Depression Scale, SDS）评分＞53和/或Zung氏焦虑自评量



































Abstract: Objective: To investigate the difference in therapeutic efficacy between Jiawei Xiaoyao Granules and pills 
based on the preliminary research of treating emotional disorder during perimenopause with Jiawei Xiaoyao Pills and Greene 
Climacteric Scale. Methods: 75 female patients with emotional disorder during perimenopause were slected and randomly divided 
into 3 groups as group A, B and C. Patients in the 3 groups were treated with paroxetine, Jiawei Xiaoyao Pills and Jiawei Xiaoyao 
Granules respectively for 8 weeks. Greene and Greene factors assessment were carried out in all the patients before and after 
treatment, and the TESS assessment was carried out at the end of the observation period. Results: The three therapies all could 
improve the gap in total score of Greene and its factors as anxiety and depressed, and the difference among these three groups was 
no significant. The factors of Greene and gap in score of vascular factors of group B and C was better than that of group A (P<0.01). 
The difference in TESS score between group A and group B and C was significant (P<0.01), while the difference between group 
B and group C was not significant. Conclusion: The difference in curative effect between the two formulations was not significant. 
Because of the adverse reactions of paroxetine, in the treatment of emotional disorder during perimenopause, the two formulations 
of Jiawei Xiaoyao Powder were worth to be recommended.
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项目 A组（25例） B组（25例） C组（25例） F值 P值






治疗前后分差 A组（25例） B组（25例） C组（25例）
Greene总分差 17.34±4.22 18.13±4.19 18.24±4.07   
Greene焦虑因子分差 6.43±1.77 6.74±1.83 6.93±1.91
Greene抑郁因子分差 6.97±1.33 7.15±1.42 7.11±1.38
Greene血管因子分差 0.78±0.14 2.16±0.39** 2.13±0.37**
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